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‘A Christmas Carol’, by Charles Dickens, gives any theatre company rich pickings when it 
comes to staging and realisation.  This adaptation by Neil Bartlett (2003) was one of many 
that the Director, Robin Turner read and considered for the Kelvin Players.   He finally chose 
it because of its tight and stylised approach, which enabled the actors to work as an 
ensemble; many sound FX were created on stage by the actors, the set was altered 
frequently by the actors in full stage lighting, and iconic costume pieces were used to allow 
the actors to change characters in an instant.  The Playwright, (Artistic Director at the Lyric), 
accredits the flavour of this script to his early work with Theee atre de Complicittee eee .  He 
writes in his Introduction, ‘This staging uses text as a soundtrack, as setting, as rhythm, as 
atmosphere, as a conspiratorial game-not just as dialogue and narrative.’ 

PRESENTATION/ SETTING – DESIGN AND DÉCOR:  Bronwen Grover.  CONSTRUCTION: 
Dominick Fanning, Kate Dexter-Reed, Susan Howe, Jonny Wilkinson: This was a simply 
stunning set.  The designer, Bronwen Grover has worked in the past as a designer, props 
maker and scenic artist in professional theatre and this was her first project with the Kelvin 
Players.  The overarching style of the set was comprised of and adapted from etchings.  
Bronwen made her own dry point prints and these were made into the numerous 
projections used on the back cyc.  These beautiful etchings depicted country scenes, school 
room interiors and other settings.  The illustrations had a storybook feel to them, which 
reinforced Dickens’s original words.  The door knocker section included a projected image of
a knocker, accompanied by the voices of the ensemble whispering offstage, “Jacob Marley’s 
dead”.  The set was constructed with a few rostra to create some levels (Scrooge’s office 
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mainly) and then three ‘walls’ with five entrances cut into them, (There were no doors as 
this would have hindered the quick changes occurring behind the set).  The overall tone of 
the set was a warm ivory, with etchings of a streetlamp, a large clock, a Pawn-Broker’s sign, 
some intricate wallpaper remnants, an over-sized quill, a bookcase of books and a window 
above the front door.  A worn-looking sign, ‘Scrooge and Marley’ was placed next to the 
front door.  The flooring was ochre in colour and resembled tiles.  Two wooden benches 
flanked the edges of the set.  The set was intricate and at the same time very functional and 
accessible.  It was a first-class job.  Well done.

LIGHTING: Neil Bonnett, Lucy Payne: The lighting design was very effective and added to 
the feeling of intensity on stage.  A streetlight appeared sinister in its own yellow spotlight.  
The multi-coloured spots lit up the Ghost of Marley and created some wonderful shadows 
as they flickered on and off.  Ice-blue lights were used when the ghosts entered-this was 
most effective – especially when shadows were created in the swirling dry ice.  This 
department must be congratulated for its outstanding input.  

SOUND AND EFFECTS: Steve Graham, Mike Luckett, & Neil Bonnett:  The dry ice rolled in 
over the flooring at various times and was expertly managed, with neither loud hissing nor 
huge initial gusts; it certainly added to the atmosphere on stage and was unobtrusive to the 
action on stage.  The sounds of the horses’ hooves outside were fabulous.  Other sounds 
included a doorbell ring, bell chimes, (of which, these were numerous and they were cued 
perfectly) doors being unlocked, of chains rattling, creaky doors, gulls screeching, wind 
blowing, waves crashing,  ghost-like calling and echoes of, “Lost! Oh lost!” Gobos projecting 
images onto the floor were highly effective.  The numerous cues were met expertly and this 
was a superb contribution to the overall production.  

COSTUME: Chrissy Fryers: This was an immaculately costumed production; the attention to 
detail was meticulous and the costumes were perfectly in keeping with the time and setting.
Rich, sumptuous fabrics were used for the characters of higher status, (velvets, shot taffeta 
and embroidered silks), and the dark, high-collared suits and flared overcoats were of heavy 
fabrics.  Scrooge’s nightgown was a rich, brown flock print.  There were many lovely 
accessories too; caps, cravats, mob caps, shawls, lace collars, aprons, turban hats with 
feathers, empire-line dresses, velvet coats, top hats…there was not a stitch out of place 
here.  Well done.  

PUPPETS: Charlotte Whitten: Puppet of the Ghost of Christmas Past: This was remarkable; 
just a torso of a ghostlike figure, with a white beard and long, white hair and long, flowing 
robes.  He was manipulated from behind by his puppeteer to seemingly float through the 
air.  The puppet’s head was petite, yet perfectly formed and its eyes seemed very intense.  
This was a creepy and intriguing ghost.  

Puppet of the Ghost of Christmas to Come: This was a frightening puppet which made the 
audience, “Oooooh” in unison when it appeared! The puppet was suspended at arms’ 
length by the Puppet Master behind it.  It cut a very tall and looming figure.  It wore a long, 
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black hooded cloak and a skeletal hand was extended in a pointing manner.  This puppet 
was faceless and very Grim Reaper-like.  

MUSIC/MUSICAL DIRECTION: VIOLINIST: Peter Spence: The initial violin music was 
melancholy and set the tone from the outset.  The musical interludes were beautiful; it felt 
uncluttered yet emotional.  The music added a good deal to the overall atmosphere and 
feeling of this production.  

DIRECTION: Robin Turner, Lizzie Nicholson: Neil Bartlett wrote in his introduction, ‘It is 
crucial that the actors have an energy and invention to match the language.  They must be 
able to turn on a sixpence from cartoon grotesquery to the simplest kind of unsentimental 
sincerity.’

The ensemble playing was brilliantly realised and the actors worked closely together to 
bring life to the fast-paced dialogue.  The Clerks were always in unison as they perched 
uneasily on their work benches, scribbling into their ledgers, as they marked time, “Scratch, 
scratch, tick, tick…” and “Ooh” and “Ahhh”.  Their joy at finishing the working day on 
Christmas Eve was tangible.  As Scrooge walked home in the snow, they aided our 
imaginations with their chants of, “Scrunch… ice… frost… cold…” and they moved the trestle
table from Scrooge’s office and placed it, (without legs), on the lower staging as his bed.  
This was deftly done.  The Clerks sang directly out to the audience at the start of Act 2, just 
as the hooded ghost made his appearance.  This was very effective.

It was a good idea to have the imagined fireplace in Scrooge’s room directly in front of the 
audience; watching him study his thin gruel was poignant, before the voices-off whispered, 
“Ebenezer… look behind you…” 

Quick changes were expertly masked; for example when Scrooge exited to change into his 
night attire, the stage was left bare and the voices of the ensemble sang, ‘In the Bleak 
Midwinter’ offstage; this was pleasing.  

The fezzywig tableau was very effective.  The cast worked very well to achieve those 
powerful moments.  

Another super scene was 19 – ‘The Cratchits’.  The ensemble playing here was tight and 
pacey.  The anticipation for the cooked goose was well-realised and the jump-cut showed 
the family full of food and verbally savouring it afterwards.  This was a moving moment; 
when we saw the family truly appreciate the little that they had.  There was a lovely 
lightness in the faces of the actors here.

The use of projected clouds, the sound of seagulls, crashing waves and a blue spotlight on 
the ghost and Scrooge were all very effective and we were made to believe that they were 
indeed flying over the ocean.  All of the departments worked together to produce these 
effects.  
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The script dictates that at the very end of Act One, a phantom comes along the ground like a
mist towards Scrooge.  In this production, the phantom was retained until after the interval, 
and this was a very good decision.  I think more impact was made by saving the third and 
final ghost until the start of the Second Act.  When the large, cloaked puppet did arrive, the 
audience emitted a collective, “Ooooooh”.  It was very effective and quite frightening – 
which was great! 

The Three Fat Businessmen were mean and mocking in Scene 24; the joke about attending 
the funeral only if there were an offer of a free lunch was followed by an evil laugh; good 
acting here.  

The very sad Scene 28 was played with a pleasing intensity and a gentle pace.  I am sure that
Robin feels delighted with this production – and so he should.

PROPS: Kate Buchan: There were many details here which came together to create a 
stunning overall look.  Scrooge and his staff wrote with immaculate quills into their 
oversized ledgers.  There were walking sticks, a ruler, bed sheets, pillows, table cloths, a tiny
Christmas pudding, a bag of coins, newspapers.  The table dressings at Fred’s house were 
very attractive and effortlessly highlighted the wealth in that particular household.  
Everything was organised and in the correct place and this department should be 
congratulated.  

SINGING: The Christmas carols were sung well.  The gentle under-scoring singing was most 
pleasing and atmospheric.  The ensemble singing was punchy, light and really did add to the 
dialogue.  

PRODUCTION: Catherine Alcock.  STAGE MANAGEMENT: Jess Farnish, Annie Bethell:  
What a production to manage! The acting space had been brought forward to free-up some 
room behind the set.  There were numerous props and costumes backstage.  The set was 
manipulated by the cast itself onstage and there were numerous lighting and sound cues to 
fit in.  The projections and dry ice also had to be cued.  This production was slick, 
professional in all aspects and technically challenging.  The script and its intentions were 
perfectly adhered to.  Well done!

THE CAST:

Steve Dale: Bob Cratchit, Mr Fezzywig, Gentleman, Old Joe: It was immediately evident 
that we were in very safe hands with this performer.  Cratchit spoke with superb expression;
he very sincerely wished Fred a Merry Christmas.  Their echoing, “This… very… night” was 
effective and quite haunting as they continued to squirrel away in their ledgers.  Bob was 
superb in Scene 19 with his family.  He was tender and hopeful and even succeeded in 
calming down his very excitable wife.  This was a very well-played character.  His tears over 
Tiny Tim’s death were extremely moving.  His realisation that Scrooge was joking and had 
finally changed his ways was very funny; he asked the audience for a straight jacket for his 
employer.  As a gentleman he spoke with a subtle stammer.  Mr Fezzywig was jovial and 
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absorbed in his family matters.  Old Joe was a super cameo.  His inventory of the items he 
stole from Scrooge’s room was done with cheek and some precise miming too.  His line, ‘I 
always give too much to the ladies’, was amusing.  

Sue Stobbs: Clerk, Gentleman, Tom, Sister, Mrs Fezzywig, Belinda Cratchit, Ignorance, Mrs 
Dilber: As the Gentleman, she did a super job of leaning regally on her walking stick and she 
spoke with lovely projection and a fabulous clarity.  Her departing line was suggestively clear
to Scrooge, “But you might know it”, as she pointed her stick at him before leaving.  
Scrooge’s Sister was business-like and efficient yet kind to her brother.  Mrs Fezzywig was 
jolly in all her fine clothes.  Belinda Cratchit was very focused and very alert throughout 
Scene 19.  Ignorance was bent forward ad-libbing.  “I don’t care” etc.  This was an intense 
scene which was well-realised.  In Scene 26, Mrs Dibbler gave calm orders to Old Joe and 
she commented on the judgement of dead Scrooge with authority.  

Roger Shutt: Clerk, Dick Wilkins, Ghost of Christmas Present, Ghost of Christmas Yet to 
Come: Dick Wilkins was clearly happy to be married to Belle; we could see it in his face and 
hear it in his words.  The Ghost of Christmas Present was a happy soul and regal in his robes 
with a wreath of Christmas greenery around his head.  As he listed delicious seasonal dishes,
he spoke out with poise and contentedness.  The gliding movements of the final ghost were 
very well-achieved; this was a powerful piece of puppetry; his final exit was especially 
effective as the ghost really did seem to lift up and float on air.  

Rosie Inman: Clerk, Harry, Miss Belle Wilkins (nee Fezzywig), ‘Tiny’ Tim Cratchit, Fred’s 
Wife, Rich Man, Other Woman: Harry was the epitome of youthful exuberance as he played
snowballs with the young Ebenezer.  Miss Fezzywig is firstly youthful and excitable when 
singing with her family, but the transition to her calling off her engagement to Ebenezer was
very clearly portrayed.  Her dismay at his newly-found love of wealth was saddening.  Tiny 
Tim was innocent and excitable during the family Christmas meal.  His limp was effective 
and he used the old-fashioned crutch with ease.  As Fred’s Wife, Rosie played the yes/no 
game with glee which provided a striking contrast to Scrooge’s crestfallen realisation that 
HE was the butt of the joke.  Woman was mean, underhand and conniving when they 
discussed dead Scrooge’s effects in Scene 26.  She cackled like an old crow at her own jokes 
and at the fortune of finding some pickings.  Tiny Tim was youthful and exuberant at the 
end…well of course – he didn’t die!

Tim Whitten: Clerk, Fred, Ghost of Christmas Past, Peter Cratchit, Shopper, Rich Man: 
Fred’s first entrance saw him breeze into to Scrooge’s office, “God Save You!” His jovial 
nature contrasted directly with Scrooge’s negativity.  He waxed lyrical about how Christmas 
can narrow the divide between people; this was a very natural and effortless delivery.  
Meanwhile, his uncle was extremely busy scratching away with his quill.  As the Ghost of 
Christmas Past, Tim became a black-clad puppeteer.  This was fabulous; the creepy puppet 
was manipulated from behind and this was expertly achieved to make the ghost appear to 
be flying through the air.  His movements were very graceful and his voice was very low and 
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deliberate, as he spoke to Scrooge.  The yes/no game he played with his wife was full of 
energy and was very entertaining.

Phil Joyner: Ebenezer Scrooge.  This was a superb performance.  Scrooge became all things 
before our eyes; dark, menacing, irritable, furious, pathetic, fearful, obstinate, regretful, 
impatient, overjoyed, melancholic, passive, hopeful and joyous.  The amount and pace of 
the dialogue alters with each mood, so at times he was staccato and abrupt, speaking with 
clipped diction and a knife’s edge of threat in his voice.  At other times he visibly puffed out 
with joy at some of his early memories.  Other times, he was trembling with fear, clasping 
the bed post or sheets and wracked with nerves.  Phil spoke with a wonderfully rich vocal 
tone through tightly pursed lips which added even more depth to his words and a good deal 
of Scrooge’s pent-up energy became visible in his frequent and fluttery hand movements.  
His vocal outbursts were good, “Bah!” His attack off stage with the ruler was amusingly 
portrayed.  He pathetically waved his gruel spoon in the air at the appearance of Marley’s 
ghost – until the ghost shouted at him and he then fell to his knees, weak with fright.  His 
comic timing and delivery was spot-on and little utterances to Marley’s ghost became 
amusing quips, for example, “You’ve travelled well in seven years” and “Couldn’t I take ‘em 
all at once and have it over, Jacob?” His miming of the curtains at his window was good, as 
he described the fog outside to us.  

Scrooge’s face lit up with glee at the sight of his childhood friend Harry.  As he recounted 
the heroes and heroines from his childhood books, it was easy to feel sorry for him as he 
remembered being solitary at school.  

His pleas to the Ghost, “Show me no more!” were achingly tormented.  

This is an exhausting role to play, as there are so many emotional contrasts and highs and 
lows to cover.  A very fine example of one of these moments was when Scrooge watched 
Fred and his Wife play the yes/no game.  Scrooge whooped with childish delight as he tried 
to guess the right answer; his face was lit up with joy, only to crumple with heartfelt pain 
when he realised that they were actually joking about him being the wild and savage animal.

We watched Scrooge question who had died and marvel at how the rich men dismissed this 
person and how the poor scuttled around his few last belongings; it was amazing and yet 
very sad to watch Scrooge all of a sudden come to terms with the concept that it was HIM 
they were all mocking/stealing from/chiding.  He stood, utterly fixated and engrossed as we 
witnessed the penny drop as the skeletal hand of the ghost pointed directly at Scrooge in 
answer.  This was a superb transformation.   He was broken, “I am not the man I was.  I will 
not be that man.” It was incredibly touching to see him reveal his own name on an 
imaginary tombstone and his tears as he spoke were nothing but believable.  “I’m as light as 
a feather!” He woke up and was delighted! His newly-found breathy excitement was 
infectious.  Scrooge practising how to greet people politely was brilliant! He barked like an 
old dog at late Bob Cratchit before showing them and us that he had indeed changed his 
ways.  This was a first class characterisation and performance.  
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Martha Graham: Clerk, Jacob Marley, Young Scrooge, Mrs Bob Cratchit: As Marley’s ghost, 
Martha spoke in a low and even voice and her wide eyes enhanced this effect.  Her 
occasional and surprising shouts were shocking, in particular, “no rest, no peace – incessant 
torture.” This was powerful.  Mrs Bob Cratchit was marvellous! This was a brilliantly-played 
cameo.  The mock-annoyance at her daughter’s absence was realised with wide, playful 
eyes, yet a stern mouth, as she and her other children teased her husband.  Her panic over 
the possibly burning goose was very funny; this is a character who loves a bit of drama! 
More drama ensued with the build-up and anxiety over the Christmas pudding; when the 
tiny pudding was revealed, she continued to love having the attention.  When she managed 
to force a toast out for Mr Scrooge she physically winced and tripped on the words; this was
clearly achieved.  Her grief for the passing of Tiny Tim was heartfelt and very moving.  Mrs 
Cratchit crept on in the final scene and added further information for Scrooge to repeat, “…
and be a second father to Tiny Tim”.  She had a glint in her eye here and this was a very 
uplifting moment.  These were all very strong performances.  Well done.

Amanda Bailey-Turner: Clerk, ‘other’ Miss Fezzywig, Martha Cratchit, Want, Shopper, Rich 
Man, Boy: Martha Cratchit came on as a late gust of wind and immediately got drawn into 
the fun and frolics of a game of Hide and Seek with her family.  She sang, ‘Once in Royal 
David’s City’ gently and quietly under the dialogue and this was very moving and 
atmospheric – excellent projection control here.  Want was simultaneously sickly and 
greedy as she stepped right up to the audience and ad-libbed, “I want” etc.  This was good.  
Boy was amusing as he ran into the new and improved Scrooge and was told to buy the 
prize-winning turkey for the Cratchit family.  The prop was indeed huge and Boy staggered 
unsteadily with it balanced against his face.

EFFORT, ORIGINALITY AND ATTAINMENT: There were so many key moments, but I have 
highlighted a few of them above.  I was informed by Robin Turner that this production was 
the result of a good eighteen months of hard graft.  It is a luxury to have had this amount of 
time and Kelvin Players are certainly blessed with their accommodation and rehearsal space.
They are equally blessed with Directors who are very willing to take risks and attempt new 
kinds of theatre or very challenging work.  Another blessing is the large membership they 
have and the sheer number of talented actors at their disposal.  Last but not least, the 
Kelvin Players have a committed audience-base who supports them every time.  It is a win-
win situation and a template for any amateur theatre company wanting success.

Many congratulations to all involved in ‘A Christmas Carol’.

Thank you for your most kind hospitality and I wish you every success with your next 
production,

CLARE TOGHILL
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